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Abstract 
Systolic binary tree automata (SBTA) provide a basic and robust model for one-way parallel 
~ompu~tions on binary tree networks of memoryless processors. In this paper we investigate 
succinctness of descriptions of languages accepted by SBTA, measured in terms of the number 
of states of minimal SBTA. We study the problem in different settings. First we provide vari- 
ous criteria to determine lower bounds on the state-complexity of an SBTA-language L, that is 
bounds on the minimum number of states for an SBTA to accept L, and we show the existence 
of dense hierarchies of families of SBTA-languages with respect o their state-complexity. We 
study then how much Boolean operations can contribute to the increase of the site-complexi~ 
of SBTA-languages and we provide tight bounds on the complexity of languages obtained by 
union, intersection and complement of SBTA-languages. Finally, we consider different but equiv- 
alent models of SBTA and determine bounds on the trade-off between the state-complexity of a 
language L for any two equivalent models of SBTA. Moreover, we compare the state-complexity 
of regular languages with respect o their description by deterministic finite automata nd several 
types of SBTA. 
We conclude the paper with a brief discussion on the minimization problem of SBTA and 
with some open problems. 
1. Introduction 
In the papers [1,2] and [4], Systolic Binary Tree Automata, shortly SBTA, have been 
proposed as a model of highly concurrent and binary-tree structured acceptors. An in- 
tensive research on SBTA has been conducted using automata nd formal language 
paradigms, and also a variety of results on several generalizations of the basic model 
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have been obtained (see e.g. [3, 12,6,7] and the survey paper [9]). SBTA provide a 
model for fast and one-way parallel computations of memoryless processors intercon- 
nected by a binary tree network. Processors are synchronized and they communicate 
through bottom-to-root oriented arcs of the tree. A computation on an SBTA can be 
informally described as follows: a string w of symbols is given, as input, symbol by 
symbol to the leftmost processors of the first level of the tree which has at least Iw( 
nodes. The remaining processors of that level receive a special marker #. All these pro- 
cessors apply their “input function” to symbols they received as inputs. It is assumed 
that processors of each level are synchronized and also that communication along arcs 
takes no time. The parent-processors of the next level receive then inputs from their 
children simultaneously and they process them using their identical transition function. 
In this way computation flows in a synchronized way from one tree level to another, 
until the root-processor outputs a symbol. 
This model of computation uses, for an input of length iz, O(n) processors and runs 
in O(lg n) time. Moreover, also with respect to the number of states, that is symbols 
of the operating alphabet, this model can have very different characteristics, compared 
with automata of other type. For example, there are some regular languages which are 
accepted by SBTA with exponentially less states than the minimal finite automaton 
accepting them has, and vice versa. 
In this paper we study the problem of complexity of the description of languages 
accepted by SBTA, (referred to as SBTA-languages). By complexity of description 
of a language it is generally understood the minimal size of the description of some 
device describing the language. With this idea in mind we investigate succinctness of 
descriptions of SBTA-languages, with respect to the state-complexity of SBTA gener- 
ating these languages. The state-complexity of a given language L is then the number 
of states of a minimal SBTA that accepts L. 
Upper bounds for this complexity are often easy to determine by simply exhibiting 
a specific SBTA, while ad hoc methods are usually necessary for lower bounds. We 
present here three criteria to determine lower bounds on state complexity of languages 
accepted by SBTA. The first and the second criterion deal with deterministic and 
nondeterministic SBTA, denoted DSBTA and NSBTA, respectively, and the last one 
deals with deterministic SBTA over unary alphabets. As an application of these methods 
we show dense hierarchies for state-complexity of several families of SBTA-languages. 
In [2] it has been shown that the family of SBTA-languages is a Boolean algebra. 
Hence another basic problem concerning the succinctness of descriptions of SBTA- 
languages is the following one: How much Boolean operations can contribute to the 
increase of state-complexity of SBTA-languages. We determine tight bounds on the 
state-complexity, in the worst case, of SBTA accepting the union, intersection and 
complement of SBTA-languages. The results are given for DSBTA and NSBTA and 
also for the so-called stable DSBTA and NSBTA. Similar results for finite automata 
can be found in [18]. 
It is well-known, see e.g. [l], that to every NSBTA one can construct an equivalent 
DSBTA and that for every deterministic (nondeterministic) SBTA one can construct an 
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equivalent stable deterministic (nondeterministic) SBTA. However, all these construc- 
tions may lead to an automaton with more states than the original one. This means, 
there may exist a difference between the state-complexity of an SBTA-language L 
with respect to two different models of SBTA. We introduce an economy function to 
measure succinctness of description of families of languages when using different but 
equivalent models of SBTA. For example, we show that any NSBTA with n states can 
be effectively transformed into an equivalent DSBTA having at most 2” states and, as 
in the case of finite automata (see [17, 14]), this bound is reachable. 
All the results obtained here for SBTA can be generalized to deal with systolic 
balanced tree automata, for all balanced trees. The paper is self contained and the 
reader is referred to [ 1,4,9] for further discussions and motivations concerning the 
model. 
Organization of the paper: In Section 2 we give formal definitions and summarize basic 
results for SBTA. In Section 3 we present several criteria for determining lower bounds 
for the state-complexity and we show state complexity hierarchies for several models 
of SBTA. In Section 4 we deal with the state-complexity of Boolean operations and 
in Section 5 several questions of the economy of description are investigated. Finally, 
in Section 6, we deal with the minimization problem of SBTA and present also some 
open problems. 
2. Basic definitions and preliminaries 
In this section we introduce basic concepts concerning SBTA and recall some well 
known properties of these automata and of the languages they accept. Let us start with 
an informal description of a SBTA automaton. 
An SBTA is an infinite binary tree network, where the nodes are memoryless proces- 
sors and arcs represent one-way communication links between processors. A word w 
over an input alphabet C is processed by the network as follows: let 112 be the smallest 
level of the tree which has at least Iw] nodes. The i-th symbol of w, 16 i 6 1~1, is the 
input of the i-th leftmost processor of the level m and the remaining processors, if there 
are any at that level, get a special symbol # on their inputs. All these 2”’ processors 
then simultaneously compute their input functions and each of them sends the resulting 
value (a symbol (state) from the operating alphabet Q) to its parent. A computation 
in the tree network then flows bottom-up, level by level and simultaneously for each 
level, and all processors produce their output according to their transition function. 
Both the input and the transition functions are the same for every processor. If the 
state produced by the root-processor belongs to a special “terminating” subalphabet of 
Q, then w is said to be accepted by the SBTA; otherwise it is rejected. More formally: 
Definition 1. A deterministic binary systolic automaton &, shortly DSBTA, is a con- 
struct d = (C, Q, in, f, F, #), where 
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l Z is the input alphabet, 
l Q is the set of states, 
l F G Q U {#} is the set of final states, 
l # is a special symbol not belonging to Q U C, 
l in : C u {#} -+ Q u {#} is the input function such that in(x) = # if and only if 
x = #, 
l f : Q U {#} x Q U {#} + Q U {#} is the transition function such that f(p,q) = # 
if and only if p = q = #. 
Given a word o over the alphabet .Z U {#} with 101 = 2”‘, for a nonnegative integer 
m, let the mapping 0UT.d be defined as follows: 
a OUT.&(w) = in(w), for m = 0, 
l OUT&w) = f(OUT~(ol),0UT,~(02)), for m > 0, w = 13102 and 1c.q = 1~~1. 
Finally, for w E C* we define O,d(w) = OUT~(W#~~-~““~), where m is the smallest 
nonnegative integer such that Jw ) 6 2”‘. A word w is accepted by & if and only if 
O&(w) is in F. 
A nondeterministic SBTA, d = (C, Q, in, f, F, #), shortly NSBTA, is defined anal- 
ogously. In particular, 
l in : C u {#} + 2Q”{#) is th e input function such that in(a) C Q if a E C and 
in(#)=(#), 
l f : Q u {#) x Q u {#I + 2Q’-‘{#} is the transition function such that f (p, q) G Q if 
p # # or q # # and f(p,q) = {#} if p = q = #. 
Given a word o over the alphabet C U {#} with IwI = 2m, for a nonnegative integer 
m, let OUT.& be a mapping defined as follows: 
l OUT,&o) = in(o), for m = 0, 
l OUTs4o) = U ;,‘w;;; f(p,q) for m > 0, o = 0402 and 1011 = 1~021. 
Finally, for w E C* we define O&w) = 0UTJw#12”‘-IwI), where m is the smallest 
nonnegative integer such that jwl < 2”‘. 
The word w is accepted by d if and only if O&w) n F # 8. The set of accepted 
words is denoted as ~5(&‘). Finally, a language accepted by an SBTA is called a 
SBTA-language. 
In the following we often denote OUT,JW#~“‘-I”I), IwI 62m, by O&w,m), and we 
use O_&(w) to denote Od(w,m), where m is the smallest integer such that IwI <2”. 
Moreover, the subscript will be dropped when no ambiguity can result. 
Example 1. Let d = ({a, b}, (0, 1,2}, in, f, (0, #}, #) be a DSBTA where 
in(a) = 1; in(b) = 0; 
f(O,O) = f(1,2) = f(2,l) = 0; f(l,O) = f(O,l) = f(2,2) = 1; 
f(l,l)= f(O,2)= f(2,0)=2; f(i,#)= f(#,i)=i for i=O,1,2. 
The language accepted by ~2 is L(&‘) = {w E {a,b}* I Occ,(w) - 0 mod 3}, 
where Occ,(w) denotes the number of occurences of the symbol a in the word w. 
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Fig. 1. Computations of the DSBTA of Example 1 
In Fig. 1 the computations of d on the input words “ababba” and “abbabaa” are 
shown. 
We have defined so far the acceptance for SBTA in the case that input words are 
inserted, symbol by symbol, into the leftmost processors of the first level that has at 
least as many processors as the length of the input word. This rigid input mode can be 
seen as a strong restriction on the use of such automata. By relaxing these constraints 
different models of systolic tree automata have been defined in [l]. 
Definition 2. A (N)SBTA d is called stable if for every word w E C* the following 
condition holds: O(w) E F (O(w) IIF # 0), if and only if O(w, m) E F (O(w, m)nF # 
0) for every m such that 1 w I< 2”‘. 
In other words, an SBTA is stable if an input word is either always accepted 
or rejected, no matter which input level is chosen, provided the leftmost proces- 
sors are used for the input. For example, the DSBTA described in Example 1 is 
stable. 
Definition 3. A DSBTA &’ is called superstable if for every w = x1x2 . . .x,,q E C, 
and for any nonnegative integers /cl, k2,. . . , k,+, such that k, +k2 +. . . +k,+, +n = 2m for 
some m30, it holds that O(w) E F if and only if OUT(#~X~#~~X~#~-’ . . .x,#“+l) E F. 
In other words, a superstable SBTA is a stable SBTA with the additional property 
that the acceptance of an input word does not depend on the input level chosen, but 
it is also not affected by interleaving an input word with markers #. Example 1 shows 
a superstable DSBTA. 
Let us now summarize some of the main properties of SBTA and of the family of 
languages they accept (cf. [l]). 
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Theorem 1. 1. The family of languages accepted by SBTA is (efSectively> closed 
under Boolean operations. 
2. For every NSBTA one can effectively construct an equivalent DSBTA. 
3. For every (NSBTA) DSBTA one can effectively construct an equivalent stable 
(NSBTA) DSBTA. 
4. For every superstable DSBTA one can eflectively construct an equivalent deter- 
ministic jinite automata and uice versa. 
3. Succinctness of descriptions of SBTA-languages 
We start an investigation of the succinctness of description of SBTA-languages with 
respect to the state-complexity. This complexity can be considered with respect to 
any of the four previously defined models of SBTA: deterministic, nondeterministic, 
deterministic stable and nondeterministic stable SBTA. It follows from Theorem 1, 
that all these models are equivalent. More formally we proceed as follows: Given an 
SBTA-language L, let s,(L), for c( E {d,n,ds,ns}, denote the number of states of a 
minimal SBTA d accepting L, where d is deterministic SBTA if tl = d, nondeter- 
ministic if CI = n, deterministic and stable if a = ds, and nondeterministic and stable 
if CI = ns. Note that, by definition, sn(L)<sd(L)<sds(L) and s,(L)<s,,(L)<s&L). 
If the language L is regular, then we can measure its complexity also with respect 
to superstable DSBTA, and let then s&L) be the minimum number of states of a 
superstable DSBTA for L. It clearly holds s,,(L)>s&L). 
This section consists of two parts. In the first part we present criteria for lower 
bounds, in the second part we show the existence of four infinite state-complexity 
hierarchies, each without gaps, for SBTA-languages. Hierarchies are with respect to 
deterministic, nondeterministic, deterministic stable and nondeterministic stable SBTA. 
Moreover, we also obtain a state-complexity hierarchy for regular languages with re- 
spect to superstable DSBTA. 
3.1. Lower bounds 
The following criteria determine lower bounds on the number of states of any SBTA 
which accepts a given SBTA-language. The first two criteria can be applied to lan- 
guages over any alphabet with at least two symbols, the third one deals only with 
languages over a unary alphabet. Several examples how to apply these criteria are 
dealt with. 
The first two criteria, shown in Theorem 2, are based on the concepts of 
k-distinguishable sets and strongly k-distinguishable sets for languages. 
Definition 4. Let C be an alphabet, n, k integers and L C C*,X c C*‘, 1x1 = k. 
(1) X is said to be a k-distinguishable set for a language L if for every U, v E X 
there exists z E C*, 1 < IzI <2”, such that exactly one of the words uz and vz is in L. 
(In such a case we say that z distinguishes u and v.) 
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(2) X is said to be strongly k-distinguishable set for a language L if for every 
u E X there exists z E C*, 1 < /zI Q 2”, such that for every u E X, u # U, we have 
uz E L and vz $ L. (In such a case we say that z uniquely distinguishes u from any 
other word v E X.) 
Theorem 2. Zf a language L has a k-distinguishable set, then s,(L) > k, for c( E {d, ds}. 
Zf L has a strongly k-distinguishable set, then s,(L)> k, for a E {d,ds,n,ns}. 
Proof. Let us assume that there is a language L C C* that has a k-distinguishable set 
X 5 C2ti and L is accepted by some DSBTA & with less than k states. Since X is 
k-distinguishable for L, there are two different words U, u in X such that O(U) = O(u). 
From that it follows that O(UZ) = O(vz) for every z with 1 < Iz] <2”. By choosing a 
suitable z, i.e. one of those that distinguish u and u, we get a contradiction. Hence 
s&)>s&)3k. 
To show the second part of the theorem, let us assume that there is a language L C C* 
that has a strongly k-distinguishable set X C C*” and is accepted by an NSBTA ,_QZ =
(C, Q, in, f, F, #) with less than k states. Let X = (~1,. . . , uk} and for each 1 <i < k, 
let zi be the word that uniquely distinguishes ni from all other words in X. For each 
i consider two states pi and qi, that are produced by the processors in the left and 
right child-node of the root when the word Uizi is processed and for which it holds that 
f (Pi,qi)nF # 0. Since IQ1 < k, there exist j and 1 such that j # 1 and pj = pi. This, 
however, implies that Ujzl E L (and also Ulzj E L) i.e., we get again a contradiction. 
Hence, s,(L)>k, for a E {d,ds,n,ns}. q 
The following example shows an application of the preceding theorem. The language 
exhibited is a generalization of the language from Example 1. 
Example 2. Let C be an alphabet with at least two symbols. For any x E C and for 
any integer k 2 1, consider the language 
Lk(x,C) = {w E C*lOcc,(w) - 0 mod k} 
where Occ,(w) denote the number of occurences of the symbol x in the word w. 
Take m 2 [logkl and y E (C - {x}) and consider the set X = {xjy*“-‘lo< j < k}. 
Clearly, every word w E X has length 2m and for every O< j < k, the word xk-j 
uniquely distinguishes xjy2”--j from any other string in X. Hence X is a strongly 
k-distinguishable set for the language &(X, C) and therefore &(Lk(X, C)) 2 k. 
The next criterion refers to languages over unary alphabets accepted by stable 
DSBTA. 
Theorem 3. Let L be a language over a unary alphabet {x}. Zf there are two non- 
negative integers i < k, such that x2’ 6 L for id j < k, and x2’ E L, then s,(L) > k - i, 
for CI E {d,ds}. 
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Proof. Let us assume that a DSBTA & accepting L exists with at most k - i states. 
Due to the size of the state set of d, two integers s and t, i <s < t < k, exist such 
that 0(x2”) = 0(x2’). This, however, implies that 
qx21 > = &+‘k--” > = @‘+‘“-‘) >. 
Since ids + (k - t) < k, we have x”+‘~-” @ L (and hence also x2k $! L ). But we know 
that x2” E L. Thus, z&’ must have more than k - i states and therefore s&L)>sd(L) > 
k-i. 0 
Example 3. Consider the language Lk = { ui Ii 2 1, i # 2j, 0 <j < k}, for some k > 0. 
Any (stable) DSBTA that accepts Lk has to have at least k + 1 states. In fact, applying 
Theorem 3, we have that a2’ 6 Lk, 0 Q j < k and a2k E Lk. 
3.2. State-complexity hierarchies 
The following Lemma, that will also be used in the next section, implies the existence 
of four infinite hierarchies of complexity classes. 
Lemma 1. Let Z be an alphabet with at least two symbols, x E C and kZ 1 be an 
integer, then for all c( E {d,n,ds,ns,ss}, sa(Lk(x, C)) = k, where 
Lk(x, C) = {w E C*lOcc,(w) = 0 mod k}. 
Proof. From Example 2 we get that &(&(X, C))> k for all a E {d,n,ds,ns,ss}. To 
prove the lemma we construct a superstable DSBTA d with k states accepting the 
language L&c). Hence, k will be also an upper bound for the state-complexity of 
Lk(X,z), with respect to all five classes of SBTA. 
&’ = (C, Q,in,f,F,#) is defined as follows: Q = (0, 1,. . . ,k - l}, F = {O,#}, and 
for i, j E Q, y E C, the transition function of d is defined by 
in(x) = 1; in(y) = 0 for each y E C - {x} 
f(i,#) = f(#,i) = i; f(i, j) = (i + j) mod k. 
Clearly, & is superstable and accepts the language Lk(X, c). 0 
As a straightforward consequence we obtain the main hierarchy result. 
Theorem 4. For every o! E {d,n,ds,ns,ss}, k > 1, and any alphabet C with at least 
two symbols, there is a language Li such that s,(Lk,) = k. 
The following theorem shows that, in the deterministic and deterministic stable cases, 
the above result can be extended to the case of languages over unary alphabets. 
Theorem 5. For every M. E {d,ds} and k > 0, there is a language LJ over a unary 
alphabet such that s,(Lk) = k. 
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Proof. In Example 3 we have shown that s,(Lk_i ) >k for c1 E {d, ds} and k > 0. To 
show the theorem we construct, for any integer k > 0, a stable DSBTA d with k 
states accepting the language Lk_ 1. 
d is defined as follows. d = ({a}, (0, 1,. . ., k - l},in, f, {k - l},#), where: 
in(u) = 0; 
f(k-l,k-l)=k-1; f(i,i) = i+ l,O<i < k - 1; 
f(i,j) = k - l,O<i #j < k; f(i,#) = i,O<i < k. 
It is easy to see that d is a stable DSBTA and accepts the language LL = Lk__l . 0 
4. Succinctness of Boolean operations 
In this section we study the following problem: given two positive integers, 1 and 
m, what is the maximum value of the state-complexity of languages resulting from the 
union and intersection of SBTA-languages having complexity 1 and m, respectively. 
Similarly, for the complement operation. As in the preceding section, we will deal with 
several models: deterministic, nondeterministic, deterministic stable, nondeterministic 
stable and deterministic superstable SBTA. We show that the natural upper bounds on 
the number of states of SBTA accepting the union and intersection of SBTA-languages 
are reachable, and therefore we obtain tight bounds. Theorems 6 and 7 give upper and 
lower bounds for the union operation, respectively. Similarly, Theorems 8 and 9 for 
intersection. Finally, Theorem 10 deals with the complement operation. In order to 
formulate clearly and concisely the main results we introduce new functions. 
Definition 5. For all nonnegative integers 1 and m and for CI E {d, ds,n, ns,ss}, we 
define: 
0 S,u”ion(l,m) = max{s,(Li U Lz)Is,(Ll) = Lh(L2) = m} 
. .$psecb(l,m) = 
max{s,(h n L2)1&1) = Lh(L2) = m} 
l & comp’eme”t(l) = max{s,(l)ls,(L) = I} 
A summary of results is shown in Fig. 2. 
Union. The upper bounds given in the next theorem are obtained by applying the 
standard constructions and Theorem 7 shows that they are tight. 
Theorem 6. For all nonnegative integers 1 and m: 
l S,un’on(Z,m)<(Z + l)(m + l),for CY E {d,ds,ss}, 
0 Sunion( I, m) d I + m, for cI E {n, ns}. a 
Proof. To prove the deterministic case result, we show that given a DSBTA d with m 
states and a DSBTA W with 1 states, then a DSBTA V with (m+ l)(l+ 1) states exists 
such that L(V) = L(.&)UL(9#). Moreover, if d and @ are stable (superstable) DSBTA, 
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deterministic: cy = {d,ds,ss} nondeterministic: a = (n,ns) 
syiy, m) = (I + l)(m + 1) S:nion(l, 772) = 1 + m 
SFerseclion (1, m) = lrn 
Sywlement( ,n) = m 
Fig. 2. Succinctness of Boolean operations: Summary of results 
% will be also a stable (superstable) DSBTA. Let & = (Cl, Qt , inl, f,, F,, #) and ?3 = 
(CZ, Q2, inz, f 2, F2, #), define a DSBTA V in the following way: %? = (C, Q, in, f, F, #), 
where z = C1U-G Q = {hql I P E Qlu{rejI, q E Q2U{rej)), F = {b,ql I P E 
F1 or q E F2). The input and transition functions are defined in a natural way such 
that for any o E (C U {#})* we have OUT%(w) = [p,q], where 
P= 
i 




Qd~), if 0 E CC2 U{#>>* 
raj, otherwise. 
Clearly, L(q) = L(d) U L(B). 
Analogously, for the nondeterministic case it suffices to show that given an NSBTA 
d with 1 states and an NSBTA 93 with m states, then an NSBTA %’ with I + m states 
exists such that L(q) = L(d)UL(8). Moreover, if d and 39 are stable NSBTA, % will 
be also a stable NSBTA. Let d = (Cl, Qt, inl, fl, F,,#) and 3? = (&, Q2, in2, f2, F2, #) 
and let us assume, without loss of generality, that Qt n Q2 = 0. An NSBTA accepting 
L(d) U L(a) can be defined as follows: +? = (C, Q, in, f, F, #), where: C = Zt U Cz, 
Q = Qt U Q2, F = FI U F2. The input and transition functions of V are defined as 
follows: 
in(x) = inl(x) for each x E Ct - Z2 
in(x) = inz(x) for each x E C2 - Cl fi(P,q), if P,qEQiU{#>t 
in(x) = in,(x) u inz(x) for each f(P34) = i E {1,2} 
0, otherwise 0 
x E Cl nz:, 
Theorem 7. For all nonnegative integers 1 and m: 
l ,s,un’o”(Z,m)>(Z + l>(m + l), for M E {d,dw.s}, 
. SFion( 1, m) > I + m, for a E {n, ns}. 
Proof. We show that two SBTA-languages L1 and Lz exist such that s,(Ll) = I, 
s,(L2) = m, for a E {d,ds,ss}, and there is neither a DSBTA with less than 
(1 + 1 )(m + 1) states, nor an NSBTA with less than I + m states that accepts the 
language L1 U L2. 
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Let CI = {a, b, c, d} and CZ = {a, b, c, e}. Consider the language Li,, = Lf(a, Cl) U 
L,(b, &), where Ll(a, Ci ) and L,(b, &) are languages of Lemma 1. Let k = max{ I, m} 
and let us consider the set 
_y = {Jb jCzk -i-j / O<i<l, O<j<m} 
qai&i 1 06i-cZ}U{b’e2k-i 1 0<i<m}U{de2*-‘}. 
Note that for any two different words U, v E X, either the number of a’s in u differs 
from the number of a’s in u, or the number of b’s in u differs from the number of b’s 
in v. Since 1x1 = (I + 1 )(m + 1 ), the set X is (I + 1 )(m + 1 )-distinguishable set for 
the language L’,,,. It follows now from Theorem 2 that any DSBTA for the language 
Lj,,, has to have (I + l)(m + 1) states. 
In order to deal with the nondeterministic case we proceed as follows. Let again 
k = max{ I, m} and consider the set 
X = {ai&’ ( O<i < I} U {bie2k-i / O<i < m}. 
The word a’-’ (b”-j) uniquely distinguishes the word ai&’ (bje2k-j) from any other 
word in X. Since 1x1 = 1 + m, the set X is strongly (2 + m)-distinguishable for the 
language L;, and therefore, according to Theorem 2, any NSBTA for the language 
L;m has to have at least I + m states. 0 
Intersection. The next two theorems show that, analogously as in the case of regular 
languages, the largest state-complexity of languages obtained as intersection of SBTA- 
languages is simply the product of their state-complexity. 
Theorem 8. For all nonnegative integers I and m: 
l Sintersection( I, m) < lm, for tl E {d, ds, n, ns,ss}. z 
Proof. The theorem can be shown in a standard way and we deal with the nondeter- 
ministic case only and omit the other one. Given an NSBTA d with m states and an 
NSBTA 93 with I states, we will show how to design an NSBTA V with lm states 
such that L(V) = L(d) n L(g). Moreover, if d and 9? are stable NSBTA, V will be 
also a stable NSBTA. Let d = (Cl, Qi, inl,fl,Fl,#) and 33 = (&, Q2, in2, fz,Fz,#). 
Define %? = (C, Q, in, f, F, #), where C = Zi n CZ, Q = {[p, q] ( p E Ql and q E Q2}, 
F = {[p,q] j p E F, and q E F2). Define also the input function of %? as in(x) = 
{[s,s’]Is E inl(x),s’ E inz(x)} for each x E Ctfl&. For each p,p’ E Ql and q,q’ E Q2, 
let us define the transition function of %? as 
f([P>41JP’dl) = Gw’l I s E fl(P, P’)> s’ (5 S2(%4’)~~ 
f(#, [P>41) = Gw’l I s E flP> PI, s’ E .f2(#>q)IY 
f([p,ql,W = udl I s E fl(P>W> 3’ E f2(q,WI. 
Clearly, L(g) = L(d) n L(g). Cl 
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The next theorem states that the given upper bounds for intersection are reachable. 
Theorem 9. For all nonnegative integers I and m: 
l Sintersection( I, m) 2 lm for a E {d, ds, n, ns, ss}. a 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that two SBTA-languages Li and LZ exist such that 
s,(L,) = Z,s,(L2) = m, and there is no NSBTA with less than Zm states that accepts 
the language L1 II L2. Let C = {a, b, c} and let us consider the language Lr,m = 
Ll(a, C) n L&b, C), where Lr(a, C) and L,(b, C) are languages from Lemma 1. 
Let Y = max{l, m} and let us consider the set X = {aibjc2’-‘-j 1 0 <i < 1, O<j < 
m}. Clearly, 1x1 = lm and X is strongly Zm-distinguishable for the language Ll,,. 
Hence, by Theorem 2, any NSBTA for the language L1 n L2 has to have at least Zm 
states. 0 
Complement. We get the exact bound only for the deterministic case. For the nonde- 
terministic case there is still a small gap between upper and lower bound presented 
here. 
Theorem 10. For any nonnegative integer 1 and for infinitely many m > 0, it holds: 
l scz complement(Z) = 1 for c( E {d,ds,ss}, 
l ST comp’eme”t(Z)<2’ for tl E {n,ns}, 
l 8, comp’eme”t( I) > 2”’ for c( E {n, ns}. 
Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that from a DSBTA for a language L we 
get a DSBTA for the complement of L by exchanging final and nonfinal states. This, 
together with the usual subset construction, gives the upper bound in the second claim. 
Consider now the language Lh = {w E {a,b}* / w # uu and IwI = 2hf’}. Sup- 
pose a stable NSBTA d for Lh with 2h+2 states exists. Using Theorem 2 we show 
that ~,(&)>2~~, where Lh is the complement of L, that is, ,?h = {w E {a,b}+lw = 
uu or IwI # 2h+‘}. Consider the set X = (~4 E {a,b}+l Iu( = 2h}. Given u E X, for 
every v E X - {u} it holds that uu E ,?h and vu $ xh. Since 1x1 = 22h, &, has x as 
strongly 22h distinguishable set. 
To complete the proof we design an NSBTA d such that L(d) = L,,,s(d) = 2h+2. 
Let d = ({a, b}, Q, in, f, F, #), where 
Q = {kyl I x E {a,b}, Y E {Lr}*, Oblyl bh) U {acc,O} 
and F = {act}. The input function and the transition function of ~2 are defined as 
follows: 
in(x) = (0, [x, El), f (090) = {O), 
f(acc,#) = {act}, f (k~l,O) = {[~,Y~I) for IYI < k 
f(o,hYl) = UX,YYII for bl < k f(b~~l~b~rl) = {act) 
if IyI = h and x # y. 
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Intuitively, given a word w = wiwz, with 1wi 1 = 1~21 = 2h, d guesses two positions 
where wi and w2 differ; and two states code these positions by paths, i.e. by sequences 
of left and right symbols. At the root this guess is verified. That is a final state is 
produced by the root process if two states produced by its sons encode the same 
path, but for different input symbols. It is easy to see that .@’ is a stable NSBTA and 
L(d) =Lh. 0 
5. Economy of descriptions of SBTA-languages 
We investigate now a trade-off between the state-complexity of SBTA-languages with 
respect to any two different SBTA models CI and p. For languages with the same state- 
complexity with respect to an a-model, the maximum of their state complexity with 
respect to a P-model is a measure of the economy of descriptions of SBTA-languages 
in the /?-model, with respect to the a-model. 
In Section 5.1 we introduce the so-called Economy function and determine its value 
for any pair of equivalent SBTA models. In Section 5.2 we study the economy of 
description of regular languages with respect to DFA and superstable SBTA. (The 
later have been shown to accept exactly regular languages.) 
5.1. SBTA: the general model 
In order to present the results concerning the succinctness of description of SBTA- 
languages by various types of SBTA let us define for any two different CC,~ E {d,ds, 
n,ns} the following economy function 
Et(m) = max{sg(L)ls,(L) = m) 
In other words, E!(m) is the maximum value of the state-complexity, with respect 
to SBTA of the P-model, of languages whose state-complexity is m, with respect to 
SBTA of u-model. 
In Theorem 11 we show that the requirement that a SBTA is stable at most double 
the number of states. In Theorem 12 we show that this bound is almost tight. Sim- 
ilarly, Theorem 13 shows that in the nondeterministic case, the requirement to have 
stability can increase the number of states only by one. Finally, in Theorem 14, a tight 
exponential increase is shown for replacing an NSBTA by an equivalent DSBTA. See 
Fig. 3 for a summary of the results. 
Theorem 11. Ep(m)<2m, for all m > 0. 
Roof. We show that sds(L) <2sd(L), for each SBTA-language, L. Let d = (C, Q, in, 
f,F, #) be a DSBTA. Define d’ = (C, Q’, in’, f’,F’, #), where Q’ = {qaccr qraj / q E 
Q}, F’ = {qacc ) q E Q} and ‘da E C, Vp,q E Q, x,y,z E {acc,rej}, the input and 
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Fig. 3. Economy of description of SBTA-languages: Summa~ of results. 
transition functions are defined as follows: 
in’(a) = (in(a)X, where z = act, if in(a) E F and z = rej otherwise, 
f’(PX> 4u) = (f(Pt 4))ZY where z = act, if f (p, q) E F and z = re j otherwise, 
f ‘(4x2 w = (f(q, #)1x. 
The equivalence between d’ and d is straightforward. The stability of d’ easily 
follows from the last equality in the definition of the transition function. El 
Theorem 12. E?(m) >2m - 1, for all m > 3. 
Proof. To prove the statement we show that for any integer m there is an SBTA- 
language L such that sd(L)<m and s&L)>2m - 1. For the case m <3 the theorem 
trivially holds. Let now k 2 1, and let us consider the language 
& =T {a2”‘+...+2”‘+2”0 {iZ311,n0>0,nl =no+k, ?Zj+l =nj+k+2, forj>,l). (1) 
We show a DSBTA &k with k + 3 states accepting Lk and prove that any stable 
DSBTA for Lk has to have at least 2k -I- 5 states. 
Let us define &k = ((a}, (90, . . . , qk+1, rej 1, in, f, {qk+l 1,#), where 
in(a) = 40, f(409 40 1 = 40. 
f(4ilW = qi+1, for o<i < k f(qO,qk) = qk+l, 
f (qk+ir#) = 40, f(p,q) = rej, for any other p,q. 
It is not difficult to see that &‘k accepts L,+. Let &‘i = ((a}, Q’, in’, f ‘, F’, #) be a stable 
DSBTA for Lk. We show that JZZ’~ must have at least 2k + 5 states, by exhibiting two 
sequences of states of JJ.$, pa, ~1,. . . and p&p{,. . . and proving that the first sequence 
has at least k + 2 distinct elements, the second one has at least k + 3 distinct elements 
and that the co~esponding sets of states are disjoint. 
Consider first the sequence S = SO, ~1,. . . where SO = in’(a), and si+i = f’&,si), 
i>O. Clearly, such a sequence is ultimately periodic. Let no be length of the initial 
portion and z be length of the period of the sequence. It is easy to see that the 
automaton ~4; provides the same output state for all the stings anof2”“, n > 1. 
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Let us now consider the sequence: 
po = O&i (a2”n+no ) for every n>l, 
Pi+1 = f’(pi, #) for i>O. 
Clearly, also the sequence S’ = ~0, p1 . . . is ultimately periodic. Let 7~’ be the length 
of its period. 
Suppose now that pi = pi, for some 0 <i < j dk + 1. This implies that ph belongs 
to the period of S’ (i.e, to the periodic part of S’) for every h > i and thus pk belongs 
to the period of S’. From this we now derive a contradiction as follows. Let 120 = 
n7c + no and nl = 1271 + no + k. We have that O~d;(a2”‘) = 0,d;(a2”“““‘), since 71 is 
length of the period of the sequence S and Od;(a*“‘“, nl ) = Od; (a*“‘, nl + xn’), since 
pk=O,~;(~*““+““, nn + ~0 + k) = O~;(U~‘~, nl) and n’ is length of the period of the 
sequence S’. Hence, O&L (a2”’ a*“’ ) = 0.d; (a2”““” a*“(’ ). However, a”” a2”’ does belong 
to Lk, while a2”’ 4 a*“’ does not. From that we conclude that the states pi, 0 < i < k + 1 
are distinct. 
In a similar way we determine now other k + 3 distinct states of &i. Consider the 
following sequence: 
p:, = O&i (a2”’ a*“O ),
P:+~ = f’(pj,#) for O<i. 
This is again a ultimately periodic sequence and let 7~” be the length of its period. 
We can prove that pi # p;, for 0 <i < j d k + 2. In fact, if pi = p; for some 
O<i < jbk + 2, then pi+, belongs to the period of the last sequence and we get 
” that O&d; (a21V2 a ”’ a2”0 ) = O&; (a2”*+” a 2”1 a2”o ), h w ere n2 = rut + 7~0 + 2k + 2. However, 
a*#‘* a “’ u2”’ belongs to Lk, while a2”2+“‘a2”’ a*“’ does not. 
Moreover, due to the stability of &‘L, we get that 
{PO, . . . > j’k+l} f- {d), . . . , p;+2} = 0. 
Indeed, the elements of the first set does not belong to the set of final states while the 
elements of the second set are all final states, since it holds 
2”’ Od;(a a 2”0,nl + h) = p; for OdhQk f2 
O.&i (Z’ ) nl + h) = Ph for O<hdk+ 1. 0 
Theorem 13. M <E,“S(m) <m + 1, for all m > 0. 
Proof. To show the lower bound is trivial. To prove the upper bound it is enough to 
show that s,,(L)<s,(L) + 1 for every SBTA-language L. Let JZ? = (C, Q, in,f,F,#) 
be an NSBTA. Let us define an NSBTA &’ = (C, Q’, in’, f’,F’, #) as follows: Q’ = 
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Q u {act}, F’ = {act} and the input and transition functions in and f are defined, 
foraECandp,qEQ,by: 
in’(a) = 
in(a) u {act} if in(a) n F # 8, 
in’(a) = in(a) otherwise; 
f’(P3 = f(P, w; 
f’(PY4) = 
f(P, 4) U {=I iff(P,q)nF # 0, 
f’(P, q) = f(P, q) otherwise; 
f’(acc,#) = {act}; 
f’(#, p) = f’(#, act) = f’(p, act) = f’(acc, p) = f’(acc, act) = 0. 
The equivalence between &” and d is obvious. The stability of d’ follows from 
the definition of the transition function f’. Cl 
Theorem 14. E,d(m) = 2m for injinitely many m > 0. 
Proof. A DSBTA with 2”’ states and equivalent to a given NSBTA with m states can 
be easily exhibited by exploiting the well-known subset construction. 
Now we prove that for any integer m there is an SBTA-language L, such that 
s,(L,) = m2 and sd(LM) = 2m2. Let ma1 be given and let M = {l,...,m}. Denote by 
B, the set of all binary relations on M. For RI, R2 E B, let RI 0 R2 denote the compo- 
sition of RI and R2, that is RI 0 R2 = {(j,k)[YZ E M such that (j, Z) E RI and (Z,k) E 
R2}. Let us now define the following language: 
L, = {RI . ..R~~B~((l.l)~RioR~o~~~~R~forsomei>l} 
It is easy to see that L, can be accepted by the following NSBTA & = (B,, Q, in, f, 
F,#), where Q = {(j,k)l l<j,k<m}, F = {(l,l)}, in(R) = R for any R E B, and 
the transition function f is defined by 
f((j,k),(kO)= {(j,O} if l<j,kz6m, 
f((j,k),#) = {(j,k)}, f(#,#> = {#) for any j,kGm, 
and f is undefined otherwise. Clearly, L(d) = L,. 
In order to show that .sd(Lm) = 2”” we proceed as follows: Let us assume that d’ 
is the minimal DSBTA accepting the language B,. To prove that ~d(L~)>2~* it is 
enough to show that the range of the input function in’ of &’ has at least 2M2 symbols. 
Assume on the contrary, that it has less symbols. Then there are RI, R2 E B, such that 
in’(R1) = inI( Let (j, k) E RI - R2. Consider the input words RRlR’ and RRzR’, 
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where R = {(l,j)} and R’ = {(k, 1)). Clearly, RRlR’ E L, and RRzR’ q’ L,, but these 
two words, given as an input to ~8, both produce the same output symbol. 0 
5.2. Economy of descriptions of superstable SBTA-languages 
In this section we introduce an economy function for the family of regular languages, 
with respect to DFA and superstable DSBTA. We show that there exists a regular 
language R that is accepted by a minimal DFA with n states, and for which any 
equivalent superstable DSBTA has to have n” states. Actually, we prove that any 
minimal superstable DSBTA accepting R has to have as many states as the cardinality 
of the syntactic monoid of R. This result allows us to determine exactly the economy 
of description of superstable DSBTA with respect to DFA. 
First let us introduce some definitions. Let SDFA(L) denote the number of states of 
a minimal DFA which accepts L and recall that s,,(L) denote the number of states of 
a minimal superstable SBTA that accepts L. As in the preceding subsection, we define 
the economy of description function: 
J%&(M) = max{%s(L)lsdfa(L) = m). 
Let us briefly recall some algebraic notions. If L is a subset of C*, then the syntactic 
congruence of L, denoted by ZL., is defined as follows: for every wi, w2 E I;*, wi ZL Vv2 
if and only if for all U, v E C*, uwiv E L whenever uwzv E L. C*/ =L denotes the 
quotient monoid (the syntactic monoid) of L. The number of elements of a syntactical 
monoid is called its index. 
In [4] and in [13] it has been shown that given a regular language L, it is possible 
to construct a superstable DSBTA for L with as many states as the cardinality of the 
syntactic monoid of L. The construction is easy. Let L 2 C* and let [x] = {x’ 1 x EL 
x’} denote the equivalence class of EL containing the element X. Consider the DSBTA 
d = (Q, C, in, f,F,#) where Q = C*/ z~., the input function is in(a) = [a] for all 
a E C and in(#) = [E] and the transition function is f ([xl, [y]) = [xy] for all [xl, [y] E 
Q. The set of final states is F = L/ EL. It is easy to see that JZZ is superstable and a 
straightforward induction on length of the strings x proves that U~&x) = [xl. Hence, 
L(d) = L. 
Thus, s,,(L) is not greater than the index of the syntactic congruence of L. More 
difficult is to show that S,,(L) equals exactly to the index of the syntactical monoid 
of L. 
Theorem 15. The number of states of any superstable DSBTA accepting a given 
regular language L, is not less than the index of the syntactic congruence %L. 
Proof. Let A be a superstable DSBTA accepting the regular language L, and let Q 
be its set of states. Assuming that ]Ql < I, where I is the index of the syntactic 
congruence ZL, we derive a contradiction. Let us consider a numbering of congruence 
classes of L and let wk be an element of the kth congruence class, for 1 <k <I. From 
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the assumption ]Ql < I it follows that there must exist different integers i and j and 
words u and v such that the following holds: 
Q(Wi#2”‘-14) = Q(Wj#2Y~,I), (2) 
where m is the minimum integer greater than log Iwk (, for 1 < k <I, and UwiV E 
L uWjV # L. Take now m’ as an integer greater than m and such that lu] <m’ and 
m” as an integer such that 2m” > 2m’ + 2m + IO. 
From Eq. (2), we get that strings 
and 
,j = ~~2”“-~u~wj~20’-~w,~y~2”“-2”“-2”’-~u~ 
are such that OUT(o’) = OUT(&). Hence, both UWiV and UWjV are either accepted 
or rejected by d. This contradiction proofs the theorem. 0 
Corollary 1. Let LC C* be a regular language. A minimal superstable SBTA ac- 
cepting L has exactly as many states as the index of the syntactic congruence of L. 
Since, it is well-known that the syntactic monoid of a regular language recognized 
by a DFA with m states has at most mm elements (cf. e.g. [5]) and, moreover, that for 
every m this bound is reachable, we obtain the main result of the section. 
Theorem 16. E&(m) = mm for a/E m 2 0. 
Note that from Corollary 1 it follows that if L is a regular language over a unary 
alphabet, then a minimal superstable DSBTA accepting L has exactly as many states 
as the minimal finite automaton accepting L. Since regular languages over one-letter 
alphabets form a dense infinite hierarchy, with respect to the number of states of mini- 
mal DFA, we obtain a similar hierarchy for regular languages over one-letter alphabets, 
with respect to the number of states of superstable SBTA, extending Theorem 5. 
6. Conclusions and open problems 
In this paper we have studied several problems concerning the state complexity 
of SBTA-languages. Another closely related problem is the minimization problem for 
SBTA. In [16] it has been shown that the emptiness problem for SBTA is PSPACE- 
complete. This implies that the minimization of SBTA is PSPACE-hard. In fact, the 
emptiness could be decided by checking whether or not a minimal SBTA has the final 
state set empty. A similar scenario holds also in the case of stable DSBTA. 
In this section we discuss minimization problem for a new type of DSBTA, the so- 
called strongly superstable SBTA, where not only the acceptance, but also the state 
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entered by the root processors is independent of the way the input is inserted. For 
such SBTA an efficient minimization algorithm exists and, moreover, such a minimal 
SBTA is unique up to an isomorphism (see [lo] for a more detailed description of 
these results). Such a result does not hold in the case of general SBTA, as we show 
in Example 4. 
Let us introduce now strongly superstable DSBTA. 
Definition 6. A DSBTA d = (Q, C, in, f, F, #) is called strongly superstable if and 
only if d is superstable and for every word w = ~1x2.. x,,xi E C, and for any 
nonnegative integers kl, k2, . . . , k,+l such that kl + k2 + . . . + k,+l + n = 2”, for some 
m, OUT(#k’x~#kZ~~. . .x,,#k”+~) = O(w) holds. 
Note that according to this definition in a strongly superstable DSBTA the output of 
a node depends only on that portion of the input word that is inserted into the nodes of 
its subtree regardless the way the input word is interleaved with the special symbol #. 
In [lo] it has been proved that the family of languages accepted by strongly super- 
stable SBTA coincides with regular languages. The proof is carried out by giving a 
characterization of the corresponding family of languages in terms of congruences of 
finite index. Similarly as in the case of finite automata, this characterization provides 
a way to obtain minimal strongly superstable DSBTA and permits also to show that 
the minimal strongly superstable DSBTA, accepting a regular language L, is always 
unique up to an isomorphism. 
An efficient algorithm to find the minimal strongly superstable DSBTA can be de- 
signed by slightly modifying Hopcroft’s 0( lC]n log n)-algorithm to minimize DFA, 
where ICI is the size of the input alphabet, [ll] (see also [S]). The additional fac- 
tor of n is due to the fact that while for DFA the transition function is defined on 
the pairs (input symbol, state) what gives the factor ICI . n, in the case of SBTA this 
is defined on pairs (state, state). (In this case a preprocessing phase to remove un- 
reachable states is also necessary. However, this can be easily accomplished in 0(n2) 
time.) 
Theorem 17. There exists an O(n2 logn) algorithm to find the minimal strongly su- 
perstable DSBTA equivalent to a given one. 
Finally, let us note that a minimal DSBTA does not have to be unique, even in the 
case the language it accepts is finite, as the following example shows. 
Example 4. The language L = {a2b2} is clearly accepted by the following two not 
isomorphic minimal stable DSBTA: 
.J@‘I = ({a,b},{a,al,b,acc,rej},inl,f~,{acc},#), 
c&2 = ({a, b}, {a, b b 1,acc,rej},inz,f2,{acc},#), 
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where both in, and in2 are the identity functions and 
f~ta,a) = a, fl(b,b) = b, fl(w,b> = fltacc,#) = am, 
fi(x, y) = re j otherwise; 
f2(% a) = a, f2(b, b) = h, f2(a, bl > = f2(-,#) = a=, 
f&x, y) = re j otherwise. 
It is straightforward to see that both automata accept L. Now suppose that 4 is an 
isomorphism from -At to AZ. We get a contradiction by showing that c$(fl(b,b)) # 
bf;M(bq).&b)). In fact, 4(b) = b, hence Kfl(b,b)) = b but fd&b),&b) = fdb, 
6.1. Open problems 
Finally, we list some related open problems: 
a In Section 3 the existence of infinite and dense hierarchies for each of the five SBTA 
models considered in this paper was shown. Moreover, it was shown that for unary 
alphabets this result holds also for stable and superstable DSBTA. However, the 
nondeterministic case over unary alphabets remains open. In other words, are there 
infinite and dense hierarchies for NSBTA and stable NSBTA over unary alphabets? 
b In Section 4 we proved that 2 m~4 states are necessary and sufficient, in the worst 
case, for an NSBTA to accept the complement of a language accepted by an m-state 
NSBTA, for any m = 2kf2 and k >O. Can this result be improved showing that 2m 
states are necessary and sufficient in the worst case for any nonnegative integer m? 
Moreover, what about the case of unary alphabets (note that we used an alphabet 
of two symbols)? 
l In Section 5 it was shown for m = k2, k 20, that 2m states are necessary in the 
worst case for a DSBTA to accept a language whose minimal NSBTA has m states. 
Is the same true for any nonnegative integer m? Moreover, we obtained the above 
result using a huge input alphabet. Is the same true for “small” alphabets? 
l In [l] the “weak” superstable DSBTA model has been introduced (every input word 
w can be inserted on an arbitrary level and to an arbitrary position, provided that 
the symbols of w remain adjacent), and in [ 151 it has been shown that they accept 
exactly the family of regular languages. In Section 5 we have studied succinctness 
of description of regular languages by superstable SBTA and by DFA, using the 
economy function ES)SFA . If we define in a similar way the function Eg?,, where wss 
stands for weakly superstable DSBTA, then is it true that E:;*(m) = mm? 
l In Example 4 two non-isomorphic minimal (stable) DSBTA have been shown. Ac- 
tually they are only “symmetric” versions of each other. Is this always so (besides 
trivial cases)? In which reasonable sense, if any, are any two minimal DSBTA sim- 
ilar? Moreover, is the minimal (weak) superstable DSBTA always unique, (up to 
an isomorphism)? 
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